TVA's 2014 allocation for solar capacity was 126 megawatts (MW), consisting of: 10 MW for smaller-scale installations under Green Power Providers; 16 MW for mid-size projects under the Solar Solutions Initiative; and 100 MW typically comprised of much larger utility-scale projects under the Renewable Standard Offer. Our recommendation to increase the capacity allocation to 300 MW in 2015 across these programs would help address the following concerns:

- **Leverage the 30% Federal Investment Tax Credit.** The 30% federal Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for solar technologies is set to be rolled back at the end of 2016. This approaching deadline is already impacting larger-scale solar developer and investor decisions due to the longer lead times associated with these projects.

- **TVA Falling Behind Peer Utilities on Solar.** Neighboring utilities are taking advantage of this critical window by surging ahead with clean energy investments in 2015. Georgia Power, a utility less than one-third TVA's size in terms of customers served, is planning to purchase over 260 MW of solar in 2015. Similarly, Duke Energy in North Carolina is seeking 300 MW of new solar by the end of 2015.

- **The High Cost of Dirty Power.** When TVA invests in solar, it protects its customers from costs associated with current and future environmental regulations, devastating coal ash spills and other public health risks.

- **TVA Can Ramp up its Investment in Solar Energy while Cutting the Budget.** Utilities across the country are finding it economic to convert dirty, expensive coal plants to efficient natural gas plants, and couple that investment in gas with additional solar power.

- **Solar Power Benefits All Customers.** Although TVA has not yet completed its value of solar analysis, similar analyses that have been conducted across the country are demonstrating that the benefits of rooftop solar investments to all customers exceed costs.

The remainder of this document provides greater detail into each of the bullet points listed above. However, this is not necessarily a comprehensive list of reasons TVA should increase its solar investment. Solar energy also creates good-paying jobs, generates homegrown energy and gives people and businesses more energy options. In addition, the constrained capacity allocations by TVA have created a cycle of boom-bust periods that have hampered growth in the Valley's local solar market.

**The Expiring 30% Tax Credit and TVA's Standing with Peer Utilities on Solar**

The window for making significant solar investments prior to the expiration of tax credits in 2016 is closing quickly. TVA should act now by increasing its 2015 solar investment to 300 MW, to catch up with peer utilities, re-establish its leadership on solar energy and capitalize on the Valley's solar power potential. The 30% federal Solar Investment Tax Credit is set to expire at the end of 2016, which would reduce incentives for new solar installations. TVA should lead the way on solar power in 2015 by increasing its investment to 300 MW.
Credit has played a central role in making solar energy cost effective for homeowners and businesses, but this credit is set to expire in 2016. Many utilities are taking advantage of this critical window by surging ahead with clean energy investments in 2015 and 2016. For example, Georgia is now the fastest growing solar market in the nation. By the end of 2016, there will be nearly 900 MW of solar installed in Georgia Power’s service territory, mostly through its Advanced Solar Initiative. Similarly, North Carolina ranks fourth in the country in installed solar capacity, and last year $787 million was invested there to install solar energy.

- TVA will have 254 MW of solar installed or under contract by the end of 2014, and assuming that solar programs remain at 2014 levels, TVA will have 506 MW through 2016.
- Duke Energy (comprised of Duke Energy Progress and Duke Energy Carolinas) will have 414 MW through 2014, and at least another 300 MW by 2016.
- Georgia Power will have at least 887 MW of solar by 2016. Georgia Power will enter into contracts for over 260 MW of solar power in 2015 alone, through its Advanced Solar Initiative. The utility has stated that this solar energy will be procured without putting any upward pressure on rates.

After considering projected additions, Duke Energy will have over 1.9 MW of solar capacity per 10,000 customers, and Georgia Power’s solar capacity will be over 3.7 MW per 10,000 customers. Currently, TVA has less than 0.3 MW of solar capacity per 10,000 customers, and it will have just over 0.5 MW of solar capacity per 10,000 customers by 2016.

The High Cost of Dirty Power

When TVA invests in solar, it protects its customers from costs associated with future environmental regulations, devastating coal ash spills and other public health risks because solar power systems use a pollution-free resource—the sun. Solar power also protects customers from cost overruns that add up when utilities build large fossil-fueled or nuclear power plants. This is because solar power is bought from independent solar producers, so customers only pay for the energy that is delivered. Solar also acts as an important hedge against rising fuel prices, because when utilities overinvest on fossil fuels like coal and gas and fuel prices go up, customers pay the bill.

TVAs customers are currently paying over $1.2 billion to control pollution at the Gallatin coal plant, over $1.2 billion to clean up the Kingston coal ash spill, and at least $1.5 billion in cost overruns at the Watts Bar nuclear plant. In comparison, at most, only $40 million was budgeted towards new solar investments in 2014. These three expenditures alone amount to $439.06 per customer, compared to only $4.44 per customer invested to purchase new solar energy last year.
TVA Can Ramp up its Investment in Solar Energy while Cutting the Budget

Utilities across the country are finding it economic to convert dirty, expensive coal plants to efficient natural gas plants, and couple that investment in gas with additional solar power. Natural gas and solar energy pair well together for a multitude of reasons: first, natural gas plants have a relatively low upfront installation cost, but a fairly high recurring cost (to buy gas). In contrast, solar power has a higher upfront cost but provides free energy once installed. Investing in both gas and solar at the same time allows for a “cycling” of energy types—much of the needed power comes from solar energy during the middle of the day, and the gas plant ramps up production as needed to meet remaining demand. As a result, utilities can avoid buying significant amounts of natural gas, providing a buffer against rising gas prices and thus saving customers money in the long run.

This reasoning has led several utilities (including Xcel Energy and Florida Power & Light) to initiate construction of combined solar and natural gas facilities. According to Xcel Energy, new, flexible natural gas plants “allow[] the company to start, bring up and turn down generation on-line in relatively short periods of time as wind and solar generation vary throughout the day.” Where these plants have been completed and studied, they have found the gas and solar combination to be the least-cost reasonable alternative for meeting customer needs. For example, Florida Power & Light’s Martin Hybrid Solar Energy Center will save customers $178 million in fuel costs over its lifetime. Thus, these combined plants not only reduce pollution and bolster the use of clean energy, but also cut costs, both for customers and their utility.

Similarly, TVA’s Allen Fossil Plant represents an opportunity for TVA to cut its budget while simultaneously increasing its use of clean energy. TVA is currently deciding whether to retrofit Allen with expensive pollution controls; $650 million dollars has already been approved for this purpose. This expense can be considerably reduced, especially in the long run, by converting Allen to a natural gas plant and combining that plant with additional investments in solar energy. This would be a win-win-win for TVA and its customers: protecting customers from the rising costs associated with coal; ushering in additional clean energy; and lowering rates.

Solar Power Benefits All Customers

TVA is currently undergoing an evaluation of the benefits and costs of solar power. Unfortunately, this analysis will not be completed in time to inform the 2015 budget. However, other similar analyses that have been conducted across the country are finding that the benefits of rooftop solar investments exceed any costs. For example, Austin Energy has determined that its net value of rooftop solar is 10.7 cents/kWh, which exceeds its retail rate. A similar analysis of North Carolina utilities found that the benefits of rooftop solar, when credited at the retail rate, exceed costs by about 30 percent. This comports with common sense, since the sun shines brightest during the heat of the day, when power is most expensive to buy. Investing in solar saves fuel costs, since sunshine is free, and helps avoid the need for expensive new power plants and transmission.

TVA can and should act now to expand its investment in solar power, being confident that based on a growing body of analysis, solar energy is a prudent and cost-effective investment.